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Time-Optimal Universal Control of Two-Level Systems under Strong Driving
C. Avinadav, R. Fischer, P. London, and D. Gershoni
Department of Physics, Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel
We report on a theoretical and experimental study of time-optimal construction of arbitrary single-
qubit rotations under a single strong driving field of finite amplitude. Using radiation-dressed states
of nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond we realize a strongly-driven two-level system, with driving
frequencies four times larger than its precession frequency. We implement time optimal universal
rotations on this system, characterize their performance using quantum process tomography, and
demonstrate a dual-axis multi-pulse control sequence where the qubit is rotated on time scales faster
than its precession period. Our results pave the way for applying fast qubit control and high-density
pulse schemes in the fields of quantum information processing and quantum metrology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-level systems are the prototypical realization of
a quantum bit (qubit), and as such, coherent control of
their state is a key element in novel quantum devices and
applications. Two important measures of qubit control
techniques are the time it takes to complete a desired
rotation, and the ability to perform arbitrary state rota-
tions within a given realization. Reduced manipulation
times allow for an increased number of operations to be
performed within the system coherence time, a critical
requisite of quantum information processing1 and quan-
tum sensing2. Similarly, the ability to perform univer-
sal single-qubit rotations3,4 can reduce the complexity
of quantum computing algorithms as opposed to utiliz-
ing only a minimal set of single-qubit gates5,6. Univer-
sal rotations are also useful in pulsed quantum sensing
schemes7, as they allow for systematic pulse error com-
pensation using composite pulses8,9 or multi-axis decou-
pling techniques10–12.
Generally, the rotation time of a qubit’s state depends
on the strength of the fields applied to it. Obtaining
shorter manipulation times therefore requires stronger
driving fields, eventually leading to the strong driving
regime. In this regime the qubit is driven by an external
field whose coupling energy is comparable to, or exceeds,
the energy level splitting of the qubit itself. The tra-
ditional method of applying an oscillatory field at the
qubit’s resonance frequency results in complex dynam-
ics under strong driving, due to the counter-rotating
term of the oscillating field. This term can be ne-
glected for weak driving according to the rotating wave
approximation13,14, but for strong fields it plays a cru-
cial role in the system dynamics15,16. Therefore, differ-
ent control schemes have been considered for this regime,
including usage of ancillary energy levels4, two indepen-
dent orthogonal fields17,18, or single-field non-harmonic
pulses.
Considering the approach of non-harmonic pulse se-
quences it was shown, with tools of optimal control the-
ory, that the fastest way to steer a qubit on the Bloch
sphere from one state to another, using a single driv-
ing field of finite amplitude |B (t)| ≤ Bmax, is a bang-
bang control19,20, i.e. rectangular pulses alternating be-
tween the extremal values of the driving field ±Bmax.
This approach was recently applied also to the Landau-
Zener problem, for finding the “quantum speed limit”, the
minimal time required to transfer a system between any
two states21. However, these studies considered only the
problem of steering the system state between two points
on the Bloch sphere, rather than generating a prescribed
rotation operator. Thus, for example, these results can-
not be applied for achieving pi-flips around an arbitrary
rotation axis. The challenge of generating any desired
unitary operator was previously studied only for weak
driving22 or under the assumption of infinitely strong
driving fields23.
In this work we present a theoretical and experimen-
tal study of time-optimal universal qubit rotations in the
strong driving regime. We derive the necessary condi-
tions that must be satisfied by a pulse sequence in or-
der to be time-optimal, and through numerical optimiza-
tion design pulses for the important cases of pi/2 and
pi-rotations around arbitrary axes in the Bloch sphere’s
equatorial plane. Then, we experimentally apply these
control sequences on radiation-dressed states of electron
spins in nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond. This
approach enables us to realize a strongly-driven two-level
system with excellent controllability and superior coher-
ence properties with respect to bare NV spin. Finally
we use this system to apply a dual-axis multi-pulse se-
quence with an unprecedented inter-pulse delay of two
spin precession periods.
II. TIME-OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF
UNIVERSAL ROTATIONS
We consider a general two-level system, or a manifold
of a more complex system, driven by a single external
field. It is described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
H (t) =
1
2
~ω1σz +
1
2
~Ω (t)σx, (1)
where ω1 is the energy level splitting, or the spin preces-
sion frequency, Ω (t) is the applied driving field bounded
by |Ω (t)| ≤ Ωmax, and σi are the Pauli matrices, where
xˆ is the direction of the applied external field. The time
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2evolution operator U (t) represents the rotation induced
by the control sequence Ω (t), and evolves in time accord-
ing to
i~U˙ (t) = H (t)U (t) , (2)
with U (0) = I2×2. In this formalism, the problem of
generating a time-optimal rotation can be regarded as
that of steering the operator U (t), which lies in SU(2),
in minimal time onto the desired rotation Ufinal. We solve
this problem in a two-step process of reduction and se-
lection. First, we apply Pontryagin’s minimum principle
(PMP)24,25 which gives the necessary conditions that a
control Ω (t) must satisfy in order to be optimal, thus re-
ducing substantially the number of optimal control candi-
dates. Second, we select from these candidates the con-
trol sequences which satisfy the problem, i.e. generate
the desired rotations, and choose the one which does so in
minimal time. We outline these steps below and present
the resulting time-optimal controls.
First, using Pontryagin’s minimum principle we prove
in the Appendix that time-optimal control sequences con-
sist only of bang periods, in which Ω (t) ≡ ±Ωmax and the
qubit rotates about an axis ω1zˆ ± Ωmaxxˆ, and drift pe-
riods, where Ω (t) ≡ 0 and the qubit simply precesses
around the z-axis. Remarkably, any desired single-qubit
operator may be constructed in this way. This result
substantially reduces the number of candidate sequences
for optimal control. Finding the optimal sequence there-
fore amounts to selecting the correct number, ordering
and length of the bang and drift periods. While this
is still a challenging problem to solve analytically, it
can be approached by numerical optimization on an n-
dimensional space, where n is the assumed number of
bang or drift periods and the optimization variables rep-
resent their durations. These durations are bounded, as
the dynamics under bang or drift controls are periodic,
with Tb = 2pi/
√
ω21 + Ω
2
max or Td = 2pi/ω1, respectively.
Since each pulse may either be a positive bang, a nega-
tive bang or a drift, the optimization is repeated 3×2n−1
times to explore all unique pulse sequences43. Using this
method we verified up n = 12 to that three pulses or less
are sufficient to construct any rotation operator, in the
strong driving regime Ωmax ≥ ω1, in agreement with the
ansatz made in21.
We then set to calculate the pulse sequences that gen-
erate time-optimal pi/2 and pi-rotations around different
axes in the x-y plane [Fig. 1]. In the case of pi-pulses
we note the following: (a) for Ωmax  ω1 the duration
of the longest control sequence approaches pi/ω1, corre-
sponding to half a precession cycle of the spin inserted
between two δ-like pi/2-rotations; (b) the shortest con-
trol sequence consists of two opposite bang periods and
lasts exactly 2pi/
√
ω21 + Ω
2
max, independent of the ratio
of Ωmax to ω1. These two results are consistent with pre-
vious studies of infinite-amplitude fields23 and shortest
possible spin flips19,20.
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Figure 1: (color online) Time-optimal pulse sequences for gen-
erating pi/2 and pi-rotations (top and bottom panels respec-
tively), for Ωmax = 4ω1. Colors represent different types of
pulses: positive/negative b ngs and rift. Black arrows mark
the globally-optimal pi-rotations, corresponding to pure bang-
bang controls.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
We use radiation-dressed states of the electron spin of
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond26 to realize a
strongly-driven two-level system, and to implement the
control sequences described above. This approach of us-
ing dressed states as an effective two-level system can be
applied to many different physical systems, and it offers,
among other advantages which will be explained below, a
high degree of controllability of the system and extended
coherence times27. The scheme is based on resonant mi-
crowave radiation interacting with the NV center elec-
tron spin, thereby creating a dressed two-level system
whose energy level splitting is determined by the cou-
pling energy of the dressing field. A second magnetic
field, orthogonal to the resonant microwave field, is used
to manipulate the state of the dressed qubit on its Bloch
sphere.
A. Radiation-dressed states of NV centers
The NV center has a spin triplet (S = 1) ground state
[Fig. 2(a)]. It can be optically pumped into the ms = 0
state with a short laser pulse, and its population can
be measured by spin-dependent photoluminescence28. A
magnetic field of 540 G aligned to the NV z-axis lifts
the degeneracy of the ms = ±1 states and enables selec-
tive microwave excitation of the ms = 0,−1 transition
at ω0 = (2pi) 1.36 GHz. This selectivity allows us to
consider only the ms = 0,−1 states of the NV center
spin, corresponding to the |+z〉 and |−z〉 eigenstates of
a pseudo spin- 12 system, while the ms = +1 state is well
out of resonance with any of the applied fields and does
not participate in the system dynamics.
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Figure 2: (color online) (a) Energy level structure of the NV
center ground state in the presence of axial magnetic field
B, which lifts the degeneracy between the ms = ±1 states.
(b) Applying continuous microwave excitation resonant with
the ms = 0,−1 transition creates new dressed states with
an energy separation ω1, determined by the Rabi frequency
of the dressing field. (c) Bloch sphere representation of the
electron spin in the ms = 0,−1 subspace. The continuous
driving field ω1 defines the new z′-axis of the dressed qubit
basis, and the second-order driving Ω (t) acts in an orthogonal
direction, enabling manipulation of the dressed states. (d)
Experimental sequence: initialization of the dressed spin by
optical pumping and a microwave pi
2
-pulse; manipulation of
the dressed spin with the second order field Ω (t), while the
microwave field continuously dresses the spin; and readout
of the dressed spin projections by a microwave pi
2
-pulse and
optical readout of the bare spin population.
We write the system Hamiltonian as
H (t) =
1
2
~ω0σz+~ω1 cos (ω0t)σx+
1
2
~ΩmaxA (t)σz, (3)
where the first term corresponds to the unperturbed
Hamiltonian of the pseudo spin- 12 , the second term de-
scribes the resonant microwave field applied along the NV
center x-axis (chosen arbitrarily) that creates the dressed
qubit, and the third term is the second-order magnetic
field applied along the z-axis that allows manipulation of
the dressed qubit states. ω0 is the splitting between the
two bare spin eigenstates (ms = 0,−1), ω1 is the Rabi
frequency of the dressing field, and Ωmax is the maximum
amplitude of the second-order field with A (t) its enve-
lope function. In the interaction picture of H0 = 12~ω0σz
and under the rotating wave approximation (RWA) for
ω1  ω0, the Hamiltonian becomes
H˜ (t) =
1
2
~ω1σx +
1
2
ΩmaxA (t)σz. (4)
Upon the rotation (x, y, z) → (z′, y′,−x′), which rep-
resents the transformation into the dressed-states basis
[Fig. 2(b)-(c)], this Hamiltonian exactly manifests the
prototypical Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). It describes the
dressed qubit, a two-level system with energy level split-
ting ~ω1, whose eigenstates correspond to the |+x〉 and
|−x〉 states of the bare NV electron spin in the rotating
frame. The dressed qubit is driven by a time-dependent
transverse field ΩmaxA (t). Thus, by tuning the ratio be-
tween Ωmax and ω1 one can switch between the weak
and strong driving regimes, and study various manipula-
tion techniques using different envelope functions A (t).
Our experiments were conducted with the parameters
ω1 = (2pi) 1.5 MHz and Ωmax = (2pi) 6 MHz, representing
a driving field four times stronger than the dressed spin’s
precession frequency.
Experiments on the dressed qubit consist of three
stages: arbitrary state initialization, pulsed manipula-
tion, and tomographic state readout [Fig. 2(d)]. The
dressed qubit is initialized to |+z′〉 by optically pumping
the spins into the |+z〉 state (corresponding to ms = 0)
using a short laser pulse, and then rotating them to |+x〉
by a
(
pi
2
)
y
-rotation induced with a short pulse of the mi-
crowave field. Similarly, to measure the dressed qubit’s
z′-projection we apply the same sequence in reverse, i.e.
a
(
pi
2
)
y
-pulse followed by a laser pulse to readout the
ms = 0 population of the bare spins. By changing the
duration and rotation axis of the pi2 pulses in either stage
we may initialize the dressed spin into different states or
measure different projections of it, thereby enabling ar-
bitrary initialization and complete state tomography of
the dressed qubit.
B. Advantages of using the dressed spin
Using the radiation-dressed spin in this experimental
study of fundamental control in quantum systems offers
several distinct advantages over the bare spin system:
(a) the dressed spin is protected from spurious mag-
netic noise via continuous dynamical decoupling29–31. In
our setup, we measured a ten-fold improvement in the
phase-memory time T ∗2 from 0.7 to 7 µs.
(b) The dressed spin accurately manifests the Hamil-
tonian [Eq. 1], and specifically is insensitive to the align-
ment of the second-order driving field Ω (t): any x or y
components of this field average to zero in the rotating
frame under the RWA since Ωmax  ω0, resulting in pure
transverse driving of the dressed spin and eliminating dy-
namical energy shifts that may cause unwanted coupling
between its states.
(c) The dressed spin is a better representation of a
true two-level system than the bare system, which may
include additional energy states. This is particularly
important for the application of bang-bang control se-
quences, which are intrinsically wideband and may there-
fore cause unwanted coupling to these additional energy
levels32. With this analogy to a two-level system in mind,
and for the sake of brevity, henceforth we refer to the
dressed spin simply as a qubit or a spin.
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Figure 3: (color online) Harmonic driving of the dressed spin
at increasing coupling strengths: (a) Ωmax/ω1 = 0.16, (b)
Ωmax/ω1 = 0.67, and (c) Ωmax/ω1 = 1.5. Left panels show
the z′ component of the spin (dots: experiment, thick dashed
line: simulation, thin dotted line: expected Rabi oscillations
without the counter-rotating term) and right panels show the
spin trajectory in the x′-y′ plane (measurements only, time
flows from dark to bright colors). An exponential decaying
envelope was fitted to the measurements and applied to the
simulation results for comparison purposes.
C. Harmonic driving of the dressed spin beyond
the RWA
Here we demonstrate the dressed spin dynamics under
resonant harmonic excitation, i.e. Ω (t) = Ωmax cos (ω1t).
In a frame rotating at ω1 this field is rewritten as the
sum of two terms, Ω (t) = Ωmax [1 + exp (2iω1t)] /2. The
first term is fixed in the rotating frame, while the second
rotates at twice the precession frequency ω1. At the weak
driving regime, Ωmax  ω1, the second term averages to
zero – this is the rotating wave approximation – and the
resulting spin dynamics are the familiar Rabi oscillations,
occurring at a frequency Ωmax [Fig. 3(a)]33.
However if we attempt to shorten the spin manipula-
tion time by increasing the field amplitude, the counter-
rotating term becomes non-negligible and the dynam-
ics differ significantly from the expected result in both
the z′-projection of the spin and its x′-y′ components
[Fig. 3(b)-(c)]. These results show a clear signature of a
strongly-driven two-level system. It is important to note
that while the dressed spin does rotate on time scales
much shorter than its precession period in Fig. 3(c) for
Ωmax/ω1 = 1.5, the first “dip” of the oscillations that
occurs at t = 0.25 × (2pi/ω1) does not correspond to an
actual spin flip, i.e. the spin does not reach the south
pole of the Bloch sphere. It is only on the third dip,
at t = 1.25 × (2pi/ω1), that the spin actually reaches
this state, demonstrating the inefficiency of the harmonic
driving method at such strong fields.
IV. DEMONSTRATION OF TIME-OPTIMAL
CONTROLS AND THEIR APPLICATION
A. Characterization of time-optimal pi-pulses
We implemented the driving scheme described in Sec-
tion II on an ensemble of NV centers using the dressed
spin as the prototype two-level system, and measured
the performance of the designed time-optimal pi-pulses.
We first illustrate the spin dynamics under such pulses
in detail. For a bang-bang control sequence bounded by
Ωmax = 4ω1, the qubit is rotated on time-scales faster
than its precession frequency ω1 [Fig. 4(a)]. The mea-
sured state trajectory on the Bloch sphere under this
sequence [Fig. 4(b)] fits the predicted behavior well: the
first bang rotates the qubit from the north pole |+z′〉
to the equator, failing to pass through the desired south
pole |−z′〉 due to the non-vanishing free precession ω1.
The second bang, of opposite sign, compensates for this
effect and completes the pi-pulse by rotating the qubit
exactly to |−z′〉.
A complete characterization of universal spin-flip
sequences was carried out using quantum process
tomography34. Figure 4(c) shows the measured process
matrix for a pi-pulse around the x-axis, with an average
gate fidelity44 of 0.92. pi-flips around different axes in
the x-y plane were also characterized [Fig. 4(d)]. We
measure an average gate fidelity of 0.93±0.01. The fi-
delity is limited by our technical ability to deliver ideal
bang-bang pulses, and does not represent a fundamental
limit of our spin control technique. These results demon-
strate our ability to perform universal qubit rotations at
time-scales much shorter than the qubit’s precession pe-
riod. Achieving similar controllability using traditional
harmonic driving requires at least an order of magnitude
slower dynamics than the precession period in order to
satisfy the RWA and to maintain high fidelity.
B. Application of time-optimal control in quantum
protocols
In addition to quantum information processing, fast
arbitrary-axis rotations also play a key role in ac magne-
tometry sequences, aimed at detecting classical sources
emitting ac magnetic fields2,35 or the fluctuating fields
of nearby spins36,37. One such sensing scheme is based
on repeatedly applying pi-pulses to the sensing spin at
regular intervals36,38, similar to pulsed dynamical decou-
pling sequences39,40. This acts as a lock-in measurement,
significantly increasing the sensitivity of the spin to ac
magnetic fields at frequencies matching the inter-pulse
delay. Keeping this delay fixed and increasing the num-
ber of pi-pulses improves the sensitivity and narrows the
frequency response function. However two deteriorat-
ing mechanisms compete with this improvement: (a) the
total sequence time increases linearly with the number
of pulses while the coherence time improves only sub-
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Figure 4: (color online) (a) and (b): Measurement of the
spin z′-component and its full state trajectory, respectively,
under a bang-bang sequence (red dots: experiment, black
dashed line: simulation, blue solid line: pulse sequence in
units of Ωmax. Arrows denote the flow of time). (c) Real and
imaginary parts of the measured process matrix for pix′ -pulse
(empty bars show the ideal matrix). (d) Measured gate fi-
delities of pi-pulses around different axes in the x′-y′ plane.
Average fidelity obtained was 0.93±0.01.
linearly11,41, exposing the spin to decoherence; (b) errors
in the pi-pulses accumulate and decrease the overall signal
fidelity.
The effect of pulse error accumulation can be miti-
gated by implementing multi-axis control over the spin
and by symmetrizing the pulse sequence10–12 [Fig. 5(a)].
Fig. 5(b) shows the performance of dual-axis XY4-N and
XY8-N sequences, implemented using the time-optimal
pi-pulses which were characterized above, compared to a
single-axis sequence implemented with the same pulses.
A substantial suppression in the pulse error accumulation
is indicated by the slower decay coherence as the number
of pi-pulses is increased. Furthermore, the inter-pulse de-
lay τ in these sequences was set to only two precession
periods of the spin, representing a regime of high pulse
density which is unreachable with weak harmonic driving
techniques.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this work we studied, both theoretically and ex-
perimentally, the time-optimal construction of arbitrary
single-qubit rotations under a single strong driving field
of finite amplitude. We showed that arbitrary time-
optimal rotations of two-level systems are constructed as
a series of bang pulses and drift periods, and that under a
strong driving field a combination of three such pulses can
be used to obtain general rotations on the Bloch sphere.
This result is general to any driven two-level system and
may be applied to different physical realizations such as
quantum dots, donors in semiconductors, trapped ions
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Figure 5: (color online) Demonstration of ac magnetome-
try sequences using two-axis control in the strong driving
regime. (a) CPMG-N: a fixed-axis pix pulse is applied N
times at regular intervals; XY4-N and XY8-N: the sequences
pix−piy−pix−piy and pix−piy−pix−piy−piy−pix−piy−pix, respec-
tively, are applied N times. At the beginning and end of each
sequence a (pi/2)x pulse is applied. (b) Measured coherence
as a function of the total number of pi pulses, under different
decoupling sequences (symbols: experiment, dash lines: ex-
ponential decay fits). In all cases the inter-pulse delay was
two precession periods (4pi/ω1).
and superconducting flux qubits.
Importantly, our result allows for designing arbitrary
rotations, or single-qubit gates, rather than just steer-
ing the state of the system from one point on the Bloch
sphere to another, which is a crucial requirement for
implementations of quantum information processing or
quantum metrology. As an example, being able to apply
pi-rotations around different axes on the Bloch sphere is a
requisite for universal dynamical decoupling sequences11,
as we demonstrated in our study. This new regime of
high-density pulse sequences, where pulses are shorter
than the qubit’s precession period and their spacing also
approaches this timescale, can enable, for instance, quan-
tum sensing of high-frequency fields or efficient suppres-
sion of wide-band decoherence processes.
Finally, in our study we used the dressed spin as a pro-
totypical two-level system with several key advantages:
it benefits from longer coherence times compared to the
bare spin of the NV center, it is a more accurate and ro-
bust realization of a true two-level system, and it offers
better controllability over the system parameters and the
driving field. Most importantly, it allows a straightfor-
ward and technically easy approach to a strongly-driven
quantum system, thus enabling fundamental research of
different manipulation techniques in this regime.
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Appendix: Necessary conditions on time-optimal
universal controls
We provide here a complete proof that time-optimal
control sequences, for the problem presented in the main
text, consist only of bang pulses (Ω = ±Ωmax) and drift
periods (Ω = 0). A similar proof can be found in Ref.
19 of the main text. We begin by parameterizing the
time-evolution operator U (t) using three Euler angles,
U (ψ, θ, φ) = exp
(
1
2
iψσz
)
exp
(
1
2
iθσy
)
exp
(
1
2
iφσz
)
,
(A.1)
and define the state vector x (t) = (ψ (t) , θ (t) , φ (t)).
From Eqn. 1 and 2 we find the equations of motion for
this vector,
ψ˙ = ω1 − Ω cosψ cot θ,
θ˙ = −Ω sinψ, (A.2)
φ˙ = Ω cosψ csc θ.
We now apply Pontryagin’s minimum principle
(PMP)24,25 which gives the necessary conditions that a
control Ω (t) must satisfy in order to be optimal, thus
reducing substantially the number of optimal control
candidates. The principle states the following: given
a state vector x which satisfies a dynamical system
x˙ (t) = f (x (t) ,Ω (t) ; t), where Ω (t) is a bounded con-
trol, we construct the Pontryagin Hamiltonian
HP (x (t) ,p (t) , p0,Ω (t) ; t) = p · x˙ + p0. (A.3)
Here p (t) is the costate vector, satisfying the adjoint
equation p˙ = −∂HP /∂x and p0 is a non-negative con-
stant chosen such that p (t) and p0 do not vanish together
at all times (non-triviality condition). According to the
PMP, a necessary condition for a control Ω (t) to be op-
timal is to maximize the Pontryagin Hamiltonian HP (t)
at all times. Additionally HP must vanish at the final
time (transversality condition). For time-optimal prob-
lems in which HP has no explicit time-dependence, it can
be shown to be constant and equal to zero at all times
under optimal control42.
Using Eqs. A.2 we construct the Pontryagin Hamilto-
nian for our problem,
HP (x,p, p0,Ω) = −Ω (p1 cosψ cot θ + p2 sinψ
−p3 cosψ csc θ) + p1ω1 + p0,(A.4)
with the costate vector p (t) = (p1 (t) , p2 (t) , p3 (t)). We
find that HP is linear in Ω, and we define its coefficient
Φ (x,p; t) = ∂HP /∂Ω. At times where Φ (t) is non-zero
the Pontryagin Hamiltonian is indeed a linear function of
Ω, and it obtains its maximum at the edges of the allowed
control range,
Ω (t) =
{
+Ωmax Φ (t) > 0,
−Ωmax Φ (t) < 0. (A.5)
However when vanishes Φ (t) identically – on a so-
called singular arc – HP becomes independent of Ω and
the maximization principle cannot be used to constrain
it. Nevertheless we now show, based on the non-triviality
and transversality conditions, that on a time interval
where Φ (t) is identically zero, the control Ω (t) must be
zero as well. To this end, we write explicitly Φ as
Φ (x,p; t) =
∂HP
∂Ω
= p1 cosψ cot θ + p2 sinψ
−p3 cosψ csc θ. (A.6)
We also write the equations for the costate vector p (t) =
(p1 (t) , p2 (t) , p3 (t)) as derived from p˙ = −∂H/∂x,
p˙1 = Ω (−p1 sinψ cot θ + p2 cosψ
+p3 sinψ csc θ) , (A.7)
p˙2 = Ω
(−p1 cosψ csc2 θ + p2 sinψ
+p3 cosψ csc θ cot θ) , (A.8)
p˙3 = 0. (A.9)
We now set Φ (t) = 0 in Eq. A.6, and find that p1 can
be written as
p1 = −p2 tanψ tan θ + p3 sec θ. (A.10)
Also on a singular arc the Hamiltonian (A.4) has the form
HP = p1ω1+p0, and since it is an integral of the problem,
p1 must be constant on singular arcs. Substituting Eq.
A.10 into Eq. A.7 and setting p˙1 = 0 we obtain
Ωp2 secψ = 0, (A.11)
so that either Ω = 0 as required, or p2 = 0. Assuming
the latter, we then must also have p˙2 = 0 on the singular
arc, and we find from substituting Eq. A.10 into Eq. A.8
and setting p2 = p˙2 = 0,
− Ωp3 cosψ sec θ = 0. (A.12)
Again this means that either Ω = 0 as required, or that
either cosψ or p3 vanish identically on the singular arc.
We contradict the latter two possibilities:
1. If cosψ = 0 on some time interval then ψ must be
constant on that interval. This contradicts Eq. A.2
which, for cosψ = 0, has the form ψ˙ = ω1 6= 0.
2. If p3 = 0 then by Eq. A.10 we have p1 = 0, since
we also assumed p2 = 0. This means that the
costate vector p vanishes entirely, and the Hamil-
tonian (A.4) is simply HP = p0. However based on
the transversality condition, HP must vanish on an
optimal control, so p0 = 0, and we find that p = 0
and p0 = 0 in contradiction to the non-triviality
condition.
7This completes the proof that Ω (t) = 0 on singular arcs, i.e. for Φ (t) = 0.
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